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On Friday, April 15th, 2022- The Connecticut Elite Basketball Program hosted the Elite 50 Showcase 

& Skills Camp for Grades 3rd-8th at Newtown Youth Academy in Newtown, CT.  

Here are your standouts: 

Grades 3rd-5th 

 

AJ Newman- Comes from a basketball family.  He has a 

good dribble and plays through contact.  

Dallas Smith- lightning quick guard that not only can score 

but can really pass as well. Likes to play fast.  He runs the 

lanes hard in transition.  Plays full-court defense.  

 

John Delre- Knowledgeable player on the defensive 

end.  Plays good help-side defense.  Rebounds the ball on 

the offensive and defensive end.   

 

Treyson Bennett- A downhill player who is hard to stop in 

transition.  

 

Raymond Zegarski- An energy player who plays solid 

defense and rebounds.  

 

Malahki Bostick- Lead point guard with advanced 

handles.  He can get anywhere on the floor and can get to 

the basket when he needs to. 

 

Camren Bostick- A score-first guard who can make mid-

range jump shots. His crafty dribble allows him to create 

separation on the perimeter.  



Ryan Gostomski- A team player who finds the open man.  Smooth jump shot from perimeter 

and can make open shots. Ryan plays hard on the defensive end as well. 

 

Aiden Kardos- He has a quick first step; that allows him to get to the basket.  He rebounds 

well for his size and finishes against bigger defenders.   

 

Grades 6th-8th 

 

Lucas Pivovar- Scoring combo guard. Crafty finisher around 

rim who always seems to make the right reads with the ball in his 

hands. He can get wherever he wants on the court.  Has the 

ability to score at all three levels.    

Austin Heyer- moves well without the ball and has a great 

looking jump shot, doesn’t get sped up with ball pressure. 

Ernest Ezekiel - A strong driver who plays with a lot of 

energy.  He gives maximum effort on the defensive end of the 

floor. 

 

Andre Asbery - An athletic player who can guard multiple positions.  Aggressive on the 

offensive and defensive end of the floor.   

Ean Pringle- strong, physical wing with great handle and makes 

good decisions. big body finishes very well around hoop. Has 

3pt range. Was a very dominant rebounder. At times he had the 

ability to rebound and start the break.  

Anthony Boglio- Active guard on both ends who makes the 

right play. He also has a great looking jumper.  

Raheem Carter- A very long guard. Attacks hoop very well. Sees 

teammates and makes great decisions on break. Changes 

direction and handles the ball well with both hands. Defend his 

position well. Will be a prospect in High School. 

 

Sami Skrich- a very versatile player, having the ability to score down low, he can also attack rim 

from perimeter. At times displayed very good 3pt shooting. And was very effective at 

rebounding and pushing the break. 
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Naiem Gill- big guard who can play through contact at rim. One 

of the Top 8th graders at showcase. He demonstrated a great 

ability to get into gaps and put pressure on the defense. Has 

high school 3pt range now and has a desire to play defense. 

Ryder Stuvland- This player had a very good handle, as well as 

one of the top shooters at the showcase. He distributed the ball 

very well. Got to the rim when he wanted to. Has a very high IQ. 

 

Shane Smalls- He was a very strong guard. Defends very well on 

ball (many deflections), disrupting the other team's offensive 

intentions throughout the showcase. He rebounded very well at 

his position. Was very Coachable and a great teammate. 

Justin Beazley- long wing who hit multiple transition 3s off 

the bounce, great decision maker in space. 

Adam Fleming- A knockdown three-point 

shooter.  Attacks the basket well off the dribble; he can 

finish with either hand around the basket.   

 

Edward Fiske, Jr.- Big that blocks shots and runs the floor 

in transition.  Physical down low.  He finishes around the 

basket. 

 

Nicholas Lubas - An active defender, he blocks shots 

outside of his area.  Soft hands can catch passes in traffic.   

 

Alexander Minich- An aggressive guard who attacks the 

basket.  Makes the correct read off the screens.  Unselfish 

player who wants to make those around him better. 

 

Aaden Walters- A downhill player who can finish at the 

rim.  Excels in transition.  

 

 


